Abstract. The sliding window concept is a common method for computing a profile of a document with unknown structure. This paper outlines an experiment with stylometric word-based feature in order to determine an optimal size of the sliding window. It was conducted for a vocabulary richness method called 'average word frequency class' using the PAN 2015 source retrieval training corpus for plagiarism detection. The paper shows the pros and cons of the stop words removal for the sliding window document profiling and discusses the utilization of the selected feature for intrinsic plagiarism detection. The experiment resulted in the recommendation of setting the sliding windows to around 100 words in length for computing the text profile using the average word frequency class stylometric feature.
Problem Statement
In automated plagiarism detection, the task for the computer system is to highlight potentially plagiarized passages from input suspicious documents and ideally, to match the highlighted passage with the original document from a set of all documents. This style of detection is referred as external plagiarism and one needs a reference corpus of source documents in order to match the suspicious document with the original document [1] .
If no reference corpus is available, the task shifts into the detection of anomalies inside the text itself. This is called intrinsic plagiarism detection [9] , which in this case can be viewed as a one-class classification problem [2] . The text portion is either classified as written by the same author or classified as not written by the same author and therefore, suspicious. In this concept the task is closely related to the author identification problem [8] .
It is generally believed that each writer has a specific writing style and if a text contains copied passages, they would probably deviate from the writing style of the putative author. The various methods used for this task try to detect changes in the writing style of the text being analyzed and are called stylometric features [6] . Such features are based on statistical likelihood estimation, therefore, the more statistical data they compute with, the more precision they can achieve. This means that generally the longer the analyzed text is the better the feature distinguishes between text characteristics. However, in plagiarism detection there is often a need for detection of relatively short passages, which is a hard problem to achieve without a reference corpus for text comparison.
In general document analysis there is usually no prior information about the position and the length of which different passage should be detected, which comprises the most challenging part of the plagiarized passage detection. This problem is usually addressed by the moving or shifting window computation concept.
The most widespread method is to compute the feature for the whole document as a reference value. Thereafter, the feature is computed for the portion of the document defined by the window size and compared with the reference value. If the current window-size feature differs significantly from the reference value, that part is said to be suspicious according to the feature description. However, this method has several difficulties. The moving windows should ideally, precisely overlap with the plagiarized passage in order to produce unbiased characteristics of that passage. Any misalignment in this manner produces more biased results towards the surrounding text.
The right setting of the moving window size and position is important for the stylometric feature to produce accurate results. While moving the window through the document, the adjacent windows can be overlapping in order to minimize the probability of a misplaced window. Small shifting intervals ensure that the beginning of some windows will be close enough to the beginning of the plagiarized passage. The maximum deviation from the optimal placement is half of the window shifting interval.
Moreover, the size of the window is more important and more difficult to set. In order to compute some text features, a sufficient amount of statistical data is needed, therefore a bigger window size might seem advantageous. On the other hand, if the plagiarized text is shorter than the window size, the calculated feature from that part would be distorted by the redundant text contained in that window .Various window sizes can be used, it may depend on many variables such as stylometric features used, input data type, or purpose of analysis. Examples can be less than 200 words [3, 12] , 250 words [10] , 500 words [2] , 1000 characters [7] .
Window feature comparison against the reference value from the whole document assumes that the reference value describes the whole document correctly, and relatively small textual anomalies inside the document could be detected. However, if the document contains lot of plagiarism the reference value is too affected of it and the feature would then describe a mashup created from plagiarism and from the original text of the alleged writer. In such cases the values obtained from moving window should be compared only to each other, while the character of the document is determined by changes among those values.
For our experiment we have chosen a lexical word-based feature called 'Average Word Frequency Class' (AWFC), which is a statistical vocabulary richness method [3] . This method is supposed to be accurate for short text passages and is also said to be consistent with the length of passages, which makes it suitable for plagiarism detection. We wanted to extrapolate an optimal window size for the AWFC. The experiment was conducted on training corpus for PAN competition on a plagiarism detection [4] for source retrieval subtask. Another contribution is to analyse whether this feature is suitable for intrinsic plagiarism detection within the PAN source retrieval corpus.
The PAN 2015 source retrieval corpus is a set of intentionally plagiarized documents by semiprofessional writers [5] . The task of source retrieval is part of the automated plagiarism detection process [11] , which is conducted before actual textual similarities computation within the reference corpus of all known documents. If a plagiarized passage can be detected in this stage, it could be used as a template for search engine queries for original document retrieval.
Methodology
The PAN source retrieval corpus contained 98 plagiarized documents written manually on a random topic and each document followed only one theme. The corpus were based on texts retrieved from ClueWeb 1 corpus by querying a search engine for topic related documents. The size of the plaintexts were 30 KB on average and each document contained around five thousand words on average. The plagiarism in the corpus was wide spread, which results in understanding this corpus as a simulation of highly plagiarized seminar papers or similar types of documents.
The plagiarism cases were annotated with the assigned id of the case and also with some metadata, such as the URL of the original document. Each case, according to its id, referred to one source, therefore, the assumption is that texts from one source should hold a common textual feature.
From each document in the corpus all passages under a given id were extracted and concatenated. Resulting texts from all plagiarism cases in each document formed a base for calculations of a feature result.
The AWFC feature is defined as follows [3] : Let C be a reference text corpus, and let f (w) be the frequency of a word w in that corpus. The class of each word w in the suspicious document is defined as:
where w * denotes the most frequent word in C. Finally, the averaged word frequency class for a text passage (chunk) u is calculated as an averaged value of classes c(w) of all words w ∈ u:
For all based texts the referencing AWFC were also calculated. Each text was subsequently divided into smaller chunks, simulating the length of the resulting text window. All smaller chunks were of the same size and not overlapping over the based text in order not to average the feature among the chunks. A resulting length for each plagiarism case was calculated as follows: Divide based text into the chunks u ∈ U of length n in words. Find the minimal windows size n for which chunks u i and u j have the same AWFC value for all i and j:
The division process was considered successful, if all the chunks AWFC values were equal to the referencing AWFC, so the feature held for the whole passage and for all the windows of size n within the passage. The experiment was carried out for both the texts with removed stop words and for the unchanged texts. Table 1 shows plagiarism cases and their portion of success and failure. Only cases for which the extracted text was at least 20 words long were considered. Unsuccessful cases were those for which no n complying with (3) was found. Cases labelled inconsistent didn't comply with the reference AWFC value, despite their successful division and meeting the (3) requirements. Figure 1 depicts resulting chunk sizes of successful cases. The x axis shows |U |, which is the number of chunks into which the text was divided. The resulting chunk lengths for stop words clean texts depicted in the left plot of Fig. 1 were lower, which results in the fact that AWFC converges faster for vocabulary richer texts. However, the stop words removal significantly reduces the size of an original text passage. In terms of word count, for the PAN corpus, it was a reduction of 69% from the original size.
Analysis and Results
The final recommended window size was calculated as a weighted arithmetic mean from chunk sizes of successful cases. The higher weight was assigned to sizes which stem from higher chunk count of divided text. For example, one of the most statistical data, which Fig. 1 shows in the right plot, contains the two cases, which based texts were successfully divided into 18 chunks of length 105 and 125 words, while complying with (3). Let X be the sorted sequence in descending order of defined chunk sizes (|U j |). The average sizen of all chunks of all successful cases were calculated as:
For the original text, the average size was 101.67, for the stop words clean text it was 62.28 words, which makes a window size decrease of 39%. In terms of average word frequency class, the most frequent of successful classifications for unchanged text was in class 5, with 40% of all occurrences, and for stop words clean text in class 7, occupying 30% of all classifications. Figure 2 shows class distribution of the unchanged texts, please note that the scale of the y axis is logarithmic, thus showing a single occurrence of classes 11 and 14. Figure 3 shows only 30 selected documents from the input corpus with the highest diversity of occurred classes. The number of different classes is compared with the number of different plagiarism cases in each document. Due to the fact that AWFC has a relatively sparse classification domain, it hardly distinguishes among all plagiarism cases in largely plagiarized documents.
Conclusion
This paper presented an experiment with a stylometric statistical vocabulary richness method called 'Average Word Frequency Class' (AWFC) conducted on PAN source retrieval training corpus for plagiarism detection, with both the stop words removed and not removed texts. The benefit of the corpus is that the documents were written manually and not automatically generated, thus creating quality testing environment.
The purpose of the experiment was to determine the size of a text passage, a window, a chunk into which it is profitable to divide the input text for computing the characteristic profile of the text in order to detect style anomalies, which may indicate plagiarism. The resulting recommendation is to apply the sliding windows of length around 100 words, on unchanged text. If stop words are removed, one needs chunks nearly twice as long 2 than the original document for the method to produce comparable results.
However, the AWFC seems not to be suitable for detecting intrinsic plagiarism in the PAN source retrieval corpus. In the corpus, the plagiarism cases are usually distributed across the whole document and sometimes form passages shorter than 100 words. The number of plagiarism cases outnumbers the number of different classes into which a text is classified. On the other hand, if a class change between two neighbouring plagiarized passages is detected the intrinsic plagiarism detection is successful, and so there is no need for the classification method to have a different class for each plagiarism case inside one document. The main purpose of the AWFC is to detect a change of writing style in an otherwise consistent text, for example, to distinguish a brilliant passage that has been copied, in otherwise average seminar work. The performance of the method on the PAN corpus is a matter of future work.
